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William D. Hamilton's impact on contemporaryviews
of evolution has beennothing short of revolutionary.His
contributions to our reasoningon kin selection,genomic
conflicts, parasitism, and costs of sex dominate these
fields. He also had an important, if somewhat less
obvious, influence on evolutionary game theory. This
field, which is now well-establishedboth in biology and
in economics,is usually (and rightly) attributed to John
are a briefjoint
Maynard Smith: the canonicalreferences
paper with George Price (Maynard Smith and Price,
1973), and the book "Evolution and the Theory of
Games" (Maynard Smith, 1982).But W. D. Hamilton
played an important, and indeedpioneering,role in the
developmentof this subject.
In the early sixties,gametheory was looking back on
more than a decadeof headyprogress.The seminalbook
on "The Theory of Games and Economic Behaviour"
(von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944) had inspired
someof the best mathematiciansof the time. It had also
fired public imagination and been subject to someof the
hype later lavishedon catastrophetheory and chaos.The
responseof economists,to whom gametheory was offered
as a tool, turned out to be somewhatmore guarded.Bill
Hamilton had encountered the von Neumann and
Morgensternbook "in idle reading" (as he later wrote,
Hamilton 1996)while he was a student of geneticsand
returned to it "almost as a leisure distraction" when he
had landed at the London School of Economicsfor his
doctoral thesis (officially in human demography).He
later wrote that "the'idea of fitness being treated as
equivalent to "payofl" in a biological version of von
Neumann'sgametheory had crossedmy mind as soonas
I read his earliestaccount."Hamilton had also read the
standard textbook of the time (Luce and Raiffa 1957),
which included the concept of the Nash equilibrium and
a discussionof the Prisoner'sDilemma.

At that time, there had been severalattempts to use
game theory in evolutionary biology, most notably a
paper by Lewontin (1960)which interpretedlife-history
traits as strategiesand reproductivesuccessas a payoff
function and which showedthat the optimal solution of
a certain game "against nature" was a mixed strategy.
Another forerunnerwas Verner (1965),who treated sex
ratios as strategiesand aimed to show that, in the
presenceof fluctuations in the overall sex ratio, an
individual's 1:1sexratio wasoptimal.Theseearly papers
did not yet apply game theory to model competition
within a population and did not evenimplicitly consider
population dynamics.
Decadesearlier,both oftheseaspectshad beenusedby
R. A. Fisher, Bill Hamilton's "hero of twentieth century
evolution" (Hamilton, 1996).Fisher'sargumenton sexratio selection(Fisher, 1930)was later couchedin terms
which madein appearas a paragon of evolutionary game
theory (see,e.g.,Maynard Smith 1982).But when Fisher
first conceivedhis argument, he knew nothing about
gametheory: in fact, in (Fisher, 1934),he proved from
scratcha result about the optimal play in a defunct card
game,obviouslyunawareof John von Neumann'sminimax theoremfrom 1930.RobertMacArthur (1965)used
an approachsimilar to Fisher'sin discussingsexratios,
again without using conceptsfrom game theory.
Bill Hamilton applied game theory to reveal the
essenceand the limitations of Fisher'sargumentand to
explain the widespreadoccurrenceof extraordinary sex
ratios. This article, which many (including himself) consider his best paper, appearedin 1967in Science,butit
was basedon ideashe had already developedby 1963.
Hamilton stressedthe 'lrnexpectedlyclose similarity to
certain types of situations consideredin the theory of
games"(Hamilton, 1967),frrst "in the senseof a play by
the individual againstthe population" (what nowadaysis
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called "playing the field") and then in the pairwisecompetition of two parasitoidfemaleslaying their eggsin the
samehost ("a refined version fof the model] which is
very realisticallygameJike").Technically,the main tool
is that of an "unbeatable" strategy.Hamilton did not
dehneit explicitly-in fact, he only spokeof sexratios as
being unbeatable and always in the context of a specific
geneticor phenotypic model. As Hamilton (1996) later
stated the notion required that no alternative strategy,
"no matter what starting frequencyin a mixture, would
be able to increase."
A few yearslater, John Maynard Smith introduced the
definition of an evolutionarily stablestrategy(or ESS),
stressingthat it had "beenderivedin part from the theory
of games,and in part from the work of MacArthur and
Hamilton on the evolution of the sex ratio" (Maynard
Smith and Price, 1973).The concept met immediately
with resounding success.In contrast to the unbeatable
strategy, it only required that an alternative strategy
would not be ableto increasewhenits frequencywaslow.
In fact, it would be selectedagainst: a rare mutant
invading a resident monomorphic population of ESS
players would be eliminated under the influence of
natural selection.This notion was strongerthan that of a
Nash equilibrium, but weaker than that of an unbeatable
strategy (and of a strict Nash equilibrium). Roughly
speaking, two strategies exposed to selection can
(a) either coexist in equilibrium in the population, or
(b) one can dominate the other in the senseof always
eliminating it from any mixture, or (c) they can mutually
resistinvasionby the other.In case(c), that ofbistability,
both strategieswould be ESSs,but not unbeatable;in
case(b), the dominating strategy is unbeatable.In a
further case(d) of selectiveneutrality, both strategies
have equal successagainst each other and against
themselves.In many contexts,this caseis unlikely, but
overlooking it causesconfusion. For instance, both
Hamilton (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1981)and Maynard
Smith ( 1982)publishedproofs of the purported "evolutionary stability" of the Tit for Tat strategywhich, in fact,
only showedthat it was a Nash equilibrium.
The notion of ESSis particularly appropriatefor large,
well-mixed populations, for in that caseany invading
mutant is obviously rare. In highly structured populations, this is not necessarilythe eäse,and it could well be
that Hamilton conceived the stronger condition of
unbeatability becausehe was usedto thinking of viscous
populations. But the main reason why the conceptof
evolutionary stability spread faster than that of
unbeatability was probably causedless by its greater
generality than by the fact that it was introduced in a
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much more explicit fashion (Maynard Smith, 1974) and
in a context(pairwiseconflicts) which wascloserto usual
examplesin gametheory. In Hamilton's 1967paper, the
unbeatability concept was aknost hidden behind too
many other breakthrough ideas on intragenomic
and the cost of sex,all piling
conflicts,levels-of-selection,
on eachother.
In later papers (Hamilton and May, 1977; Comins
et al., 1980),Hamilton used the conceptof an ESS and
praisedits "combination of simplicity and generality''in
helping to define o'final" strategies.But it should be
stressedthat there exists, by now, a confusing variety
of versions of population stability which had all too
often been illegitimately labeled ESS (for discussions,
seeLessard,1990;Eshel, 1996).Furthennore, the corresponding equilibria need not always be the ultimate outcome of evolution (Eshel and Motro, 1981; Nowak,
1990).
Hamilton was clearly less interestedin disentangling
strategic and genetic viewpoints of great generality than
in studying concreteexamplesof applications of game
theory to socialbehavior. It was, as he wrote (Hamilton
1996),"a completesurpriseto find an exactevolutionary
analogueto one of game theory's most famous puzzles
coming to light right in the midst of my own work on
population genetical dynamics": this is the Prisoner's
Dilemma game.He first discussedit in the proceedings
volumeof a symposiumwhich took placein Washington,
DC, in 1969(Hamilton, 1971).
In this paper, Hamilton still had to struggle with the
fact that game theory "presupposesbeings to think, and
potentially, to communicate," which implies that "in
non-human biology, at least as regards preconsidered
strategies,its relevancemust be limited." The rationality
axiom of classical game theory was looming as an
obstacle.But the Prisoner'sDilemma problem becomes
actually easierwithin the evolutionary context-although
Hamilton adds:"I am doubtful whetherthe findingsfrom
natural selectionthrow any light on the problem ofhow
it is rational to act."
Hamilton later referred to this proceedingspaper as
"my first intellectual wild oat" and warned the reader of
its shortcomings-including, in his own words, "lack of
focusand lack of anything new to say" (Hamilton, 1996).
Lack of focus there may be; indeed, the paper reads,
from its opening Nietzsche quotation onward, like an
unbridled steeplechasethrough Bill Hamilton's brain.
But it darts over a vast amount of new things to say,with
utterly original ideas taken up at full gallop and tossed
offat the next turn, including, in particular, anticipations
of seminalpapersbyJohn Maynard Smith, E. O. Wilson,
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and Robert Trivers that weresoonto burst on the scene.
In particular, gametheory is almost casuallyappliedto
interactionsin pairs, payoff matricesare introduced in
biological context and modified to take account of
in the context
ritualizedfighting is addressed
relatedness,
gregarious
group
and
behavioras
selectiondebate,
ofthe
pairing
are
to
modiff the
shown
well as nonrandom
Prisoner'sDilemma.
Hamilton did not explicitly mention reciprocation in
that paper, and neither did he consider repeated
Prisoner's Dilemma games. But the "personal communication by W.D. Hamilton' which Trivers (1971)
quotesas "ofering a concisereformulation" of his own
treatment of reciprocal altruism did take place at about
that time. It statedthat if the number of repeatedinteractions is sufficientlyhigh, a very small clusterof altruists
ready to retaliate could invade a population of nonaltruistsand take over. This is arguablythe most significant contribution of evolutionary game theory toward
explainingthe emergenceof cooperation.
A much more disciplined return to someof the topics
covered in Hamilton's first "wild oat' occurred in
Hamilton's next paper for conference proceedings
(Hamilton, 1975).k dealt squarelywith a topic that had
been central to Hamilton's thinking, evcr sincehe had
tried (in vain) to get acceptedas a graduatestudentin a
department of social anthropology: namely the innate
socialaptitudesof man-a term which, at that time, was
tantamount to a declaration of war on the prevailing
intellectualclimate.It may have beenin anticipation of
the expectedbacklashthat this paper wasstructured with
particular care.
By 1975,game theory had establisheda safebridge
head in the theory of evolution, and the notion of
reciprocal altruism had been resoundingly put forward
by Trivers. Moreover, as a result of his associationwith
Price,Hamilton could dealmuchmoreconciselywith the
level-of-selectionissue in this paper. A game-theoretic
aspect of far-reaching @nsequencewas addressed
toward the end of the article. The more players
participate in common good gamesof the Prisoner's
Dilemma type, the more opportunitiesthere usually are
for defection.Hamilton pointed out that socialenforcement can overcome this problem. This opened an
since(see,
approachwhich has proved highly successful
Fehrand Gächter,1998).
e.g.,Boydand Richerson,1992;
In particular, Hamilton describesin concise form a
"three-personPrisoner'sDilemma": whateverthe other
two playersare doing, a player is alwaysbest offdefecting; but if two cooperatorsjoin forces to punish the
cheater,it no longer pays to defectunilaterally.

In 1978Hamilton, who was disappointedby the lack
of recognition at London's Imperial College,moved to
the University of Michigan. In retrospect,it looks almost
inevitablethat he should havejoined forceswith a young
professor of political scienceworking there, Robert
Axelrod, who wasat the time running a spectacularseries
of computer tournaments on the repeated Prisoner's
Dilemma, soonto be publishedinthe Journalof Conflict
Resolution(Axelrod, 1980).Hamilton quickly grasped
the importance of what Axelrod termed "the shadowof
the future" (the probability of a further round of the
game) and of the huge diversity of mechanismsdiscrimination, territoriality, etc.-for extending this
shadow. In particular, he suggestedthat in symbiotic
associations, enfeeblementof the host (caused, for
instant, by aging or illness) can act as a sigral that the
associationwill end and resultin an increaseof virulence:
symbiontsturn parasites.Other applicationswerefound
within the field of intragenomic conflict, the earliest of
Hamilton's scientilicobsessions.
The outcome of the collaboration between Axelrod
and Hamilton was the now-classicalpaper on "The
Evolution of Cooperation" (Axelrod and Hamilton,
1981),which won the Newcomb-ClevelandPrize of the
American Association for the Advancementof Scienc€
and later becamethe central chapter of Axelrod's book
on the evolution ofcooperation (Axelrod 1984).It contained relatively little that had not already beenderived
by one or the other of the two authors. But simply putting it together made a spectacularlyconvincing casefor
the importance of reciprocal altruism and spawnedwhat
Richard Dawkins, in a foreword to a later edition of
Axelrod's book, termed "a whole new researchindustry"
with many hundreds of papers (see, e.g., Dugatkin,
1997).Sex-ratio theory had met with a similar success
(Karlin and Lessard,1986).SinceHamilton was,almost
by constitution, inclined to choosethe opposite of the
majority strategy,this may have been a reasonfor him
not to return to evolutionary game theory in his later
years.
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